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11) Place Caddy RSD. Pull triple-notched edge DOWN onto 
interfaced side of Caddy until “A” notches align. Press flat. 
This is your “A” fold line. 

12) Turn Caddy unit over so triple-notched edge is RSD now. Flip un-
notched bottom edge UP & RST until “B” notches align. Press flat. 

13a) Create your “B” fold line by 
pulling un-notched bottom edge 
DOWN onto interfaced side of unit 
until your “B” fold line is exactly 
3/8” below your “A” fold line.    
Press flat. 3/8” 

13b) Before moving 
on to step 14. Here’s 
a little peek under the 
“B” area for you to 
see the aligned “A” 
and “B” notches. 

14) Flip un-notched bottom edge UP & RST until “C” notches align.    
Press flat. 
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15) Create your “C” fold line by pulling un-notched 
bottom edge DOWN onto interfaced side of unit until 
your “C” fold line is exactly 3/8” below your “B” fold 
line. Press flat.    

3/8” 

3/8” 

“A” fold line 

“B” fold line 

“C” fold line 

17) Flip Caddys over, “slotted-side DOWN”. Make a few faint marks on the 
backside of each Caddy to indicate the center, (3 13/16” from each side 
edge).  

Draw a faint line thru marks then carefully stitch along this line from bottom 

to top edge w/slotted side of Caddys face DOWN on machine bed. 

18) Make a few more faint marks on the backside of each Caddy, 2 3/8” from 
BOTH sides of the center line you made in step 17. Draw a faint line thru both 
sets of marks then carefully stitch along these lines as you did in step 17 then 
clip off all notches on both Caddys 

18) Here’s a look at our two 
finished Caddy’s  

Top right is the “slotted” front 
with credit cards in place 

Bottom left is the “lined” back 
side. Do notice that I did NOT 
extend my lines all the way to 
the top of the Caddy (so they 
would  not be seen later) but I 
DID extend my stitching to the 
top of the Caddy! 
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7/8” 

19) Retrieve Wallet from step 10. Place a Caddy WSD on Wallet lining so the “A” fold line is 
7/8” BELOW top triple-notched Wallet edge aligning side edges together.  

20) Likewise, place 2nd Caddy WSD on opposite side of Wallet lining so top “A” fold line is 
7/8” BELOW un-notched Wallet edge. Secure placement with pins. Please note: bottom 

Caddy edges should roughly“meet” at side, single-notched Wallet edges. Baste in 
place close to both sets of side edges thru ALL layers. 


